This paper explores several statistical panem recognition techniques to classify utterances according to their emotional content. We have recorded a corpus containing emotional speech with over a lo00 utterances from different speaka. We present a new method of extracting prosodic featurrs from speech, based on a smoothing spline approximation of the pitch contour. To make maximal use of the limited amount of training data available, we introduce a novel pattem recognition technique: majority voting of subspace specialists. Using this technique, we obtain classification perfonnance that is close to human performance on the task.
INTRODUCTION
It would be quite useful if a computer were able to recognize what emotion is expressed in a given utterance. For example, humancomputer interfaces could be made to respond differently according to the emotional state of the user. This could be especially important in situations where speech is the primary mode of interaction with the machine. Moreover, in addition to making new applications possible, a working implementation might benefit the understanding of how emotion is encoded in speech.
To investigate, we have recorded a corpus containing emotional speech taken from the believable agent domain (11, of over lo00 utterances from several different speakers. 50 short sentences, selected as representative for the domain, were recorded with different emotions. The speakas were shown a sentence and an emotion label on the screen, after which they were asked to speak that panicular sentence with that particular emotion. The 4 different emotion labels used were happiness. sadnrss, mger andfeur. In addition, reference utterances have been recorded, labeled n o d , where the speaker was asked to speak out the Sentences in their most natural way. This yielded a total of 250 training utterances for each of the 5 speakers, recorded at 16 kHz, using a close-talk mike and pushto-talk semantics.
We have conducted a small and informal experiment in order to assess how well a human does in classifying this corpus. We asked someone to sit down at a terminal and played back the utterances from one speaker in random order. The subject was then asked to guess which of the four emotions was being acted out. The resulting confusion matrix is shown in Table 1 . Although the results should be interpreted cautiously, we can nevertheless use the resulu in Table l as a rough comparison measure for the nsults attained below.
In the remainder of this paper we explore the perfomance of several statistical pattem recognition techniques on the same task. To start out, in Section 2, we will discuss how we extracted two sets of ~-~~ Table 1 : Human perfonnance confusion matrix.
features per utterance based solely on pitch profile. In Section 3, we compare the performance of three basic classification techniques. Sections 4 through 6 discuss how we improved on these results by means of various feature selection methods. In Section 7 we interpret the features selected by these methods as the likely correlates of emotion, and finally Section 8 concludes.
--

FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this paper, we used only the pitch information extracted from the utterances for purposes of classification. Several studies [a] indicate the importance of summaxy features of f0, the fundamntal pitch signal. Below we discuss two ways to extract features from the pitch signal for use in later pattern recognition algorithms.
. 1 . Basic Summary Features
The first set of features, herrafter called feature sez A, consists of 7 global statistics of the pitch signal. The first 5 pertain to ?he pitch signal in the voiced regions only and are simply the man, standard deviation, minimwn, rr"wl. and m g e (simply max-min) of the -voiced-pitch signal. The two last features respectively measure slope and spe&g rare. To measure slope a global linear regression was perfomed where only the voiced parts were considered as data points, but the data points were given as tuples (time, f0). In this way, the estimated lines fit the real pitch contour and not the compressed version that results when one discards the dropout pans. Speaking rate was estimated by the inverse of the average length of the voiced parts of speech.
. . In Search of Better Features
In order to improve classification results that resulted when using the simple feature set discussed above, we experimented with a second and larger set of features,femre set B. In particular, we looked for features that might carry more information about the emotional class of each uttaance.
To that end, we first smoothed the pitch contour using smoothing cubic splines. In figure 1 we show an example containing the pitch contour of a given utterance, the smoothed version, the derivative of the appmximation and finally, at the bottom, the error between the o r i w and the smoothed version (scaled up for visualization).
Cubic splines are piecewise cubics that have very atuactive features. For example. the derivative of a cubic spline is again a cubic spline. This, and the fact that the resulting approximation of the pitch is now smooth and coatinuous, enables us to measure many new features on the pitch, the pitch derivative, and on the behavior of their minima and ",ova time. This reethodcan be seen as the logical extension of the smoothing approximation techniques used in [7J, where both linear and quadratic models were used.
We have measurcd a total of seventeen features on the newly obtained signals, grouped under the headings below.
Statistics dated to rhythm: speaking rate, average length between voiced regions, number of maxima / number of (minima + maxima), number of upslopa /number of slopes, slope of maxima.
Statistics on the smoothed pitch signal: min, max, median and standard deviation.
Statistics on the derivative of the smoothed pitch. min. mag mbdian and standard deviation. 
. BASE PERFORMANCE
36% (4)
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28.5% (5)
One approach we explored to find a good distance metric was pop ulation hillclimbing (a variant on Evolutionary Strategies [3] ). This technique consists of initializing a number of starting points in wutric spuce, generating nearby points according to a Gaussian distribution centered around these points, and then selecting those points from the population with minimum error. This basic step is iterated until a certain stopping criterion is met (in our case, maximum number of generations). At each iteration the width of the Gaussian is decreased so that the population slowly converges on a restricted area in metric space.
The experiment reported on here used a population of 20 hillclimbers having 5 children per generation, for 100 generations. The Gaussian distribution by which new points were generated started out with a radius of 1, and the radius was decreased at each generation to 95% of its value.
Using this technique, we found a distance metric on feature set B lowered the error to only 26.5%. We will discuss the particular solution found in greater detail below. However, let us remark here that this method of optimization is particularly expensive. Because of this, we turned to other ways of weighmg the features, as discussed in the next section. Resuits As expected, most of the benefits of feature selection manifest themslves if used with the 17 dimensional feature set B, since here the effect of alleviating the curse of &nsionulig is more pronounced. Table 3 shows the optimal e m r rate and the number of features selected (between brackets) for both feature sets. As you can see, forward selection leaves only 5 of the 17 features in set B and achieves much better perfoxmance!
FEATURE SELECTION
MAIORITY VOTING OF SPECIALISTS
The feature selection methods discussed above face a trade-off: on the one hand, decreasing the number of features reduces the information content in the data. On the other hand. increasing dimensionality hampers the ability of IC" to make use of the available data. In this section, we discuss a compromise solution.
We propose to implement a majority voting algorithm that lets subspace specialists cast a vote on how to classify each sample. The ideais that classifiers looking at a subspace of the features w i l l have access to a more a c m e approximation of the local a posteriori probabilities, and thus can be considered specialists for that subspace. However, since they have only access to a subset of the information relevant to the task, we use majority voting as a mechanism to combine the individual specialists' opinions. Results. The resulting master classifiers exhibit impressive performance, as can be seen by inspecting Table 4 . Cooperative composition used with feature set B yields a master classifier that starts to approach human performance.
DISCUSSION
All the above methods do some form of feature selection, and thus one might expect the features retained by these methods to be good conrelates of the emotion encoded in the utterances. In this section, we examine this more closely, by looking at the order in which the featuredspecialists were selected by the above methods.
Feature set A. For the 7 basic features, we looked at the output of the forward selection and the cooperative composition algorithms:
Clearly, the dimensions 4.3 and 1 seem to be quite imporcant. They are respectively the "wn, minimum, and mean of the pitch. 
CONCLUSION
Two preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the results above. First, the majority voting of subspace specialists seems to have a definite and large performance benefit over ordinary feature selection, apart from being computationally more tractable than the hillclimbing method. Second, the set of features measured on the smoothing spline approximation of the pich contour seems to contain enough information to classify the utterances according to their emotional content -well enough to compare with human performance on the same task.
However, it should be emphasized that this is only a pilot study. Both these results need to-be substantiated in future work. In particular, more data needs to be gathered to validate the classifier results on completely heldsut datasets. In addition, all the above results are speaker-dependent. and it would be of considerable interest to know which features will tun out to be speaker-independent correlates of emotion.
There is also the matter of the appropriateness of the emotional labels. In our procedure, one of four labels was presented to an actor who then tried to convey that given emotion. However, a label like anger covers many variations that will be reflected by variations in the acoustical correlates of emotion, and thus will affect our classification. In this light, it might be useful to look towards unsupervised ore semi-supervised techniques, e.g. clustering or LVQ.
